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Government Civil Hospital,

Hongkong, July 31st, 1894.

Hear Sir,

In forwarding tlie enclosed reports, as requested by you in your letter dated

June 20th and received late in the evening of July 27th, I must remind you that

the time has been very short, and to get them ready for the mail leaving August 2nd

they have been more hastily written for the printer than is desirable, and therefore

we desire your kindly consideration of the circumstances I have mentioned in perusing

them.

The reports are fairly complete as to facts
,
previous to and during the

occurrence of the Plague here, also the proposed regulations for the prevention

of its occurrence in future.

Hr. Lowson, in particular, has had considerable trouble in furnishing his report.

Seeing that our reports have been written separately and simultaneously with

but little time for comparison, small errors may have crept in on a few points to which

we have both alluded.

The health of the whole of the Government working Staff, Hoctors, Nurses and

Attendants, has been remarkably good all through the trying time.

I remain,

Hear Sir,

Yours very truly,

Surgeon-Major HUKA,
President

, Tropical Section,

International Congress of Hygiene

and Demography ,

P. B. C. AYRES,
Colonial Surgeon.
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SANITARY STATE OF HONGKONG FROM 1873 TO THE HATE OF THE
OUTBREAK OF THE EPIDEMIC OF PLAGUE, MAY 5th, 1894.

On my joining the service of this Colony as Colonial Surgeon and Inspec-

tor of Hospitals (that is the title of the Head of the Medical Department) in 1873,

I found that I was responsible for the sanitation of the whole Colony, with two

Inspectors of Nuisances to assist me. 1 found a letter from the Government

requesting me to enquire into and report on an outbreak of Typhoid Fever said

to be existent amongst the Chinese Brothels. These were of two classes : one for

the use of Chinese only, which were only under the Contagious Diseases Ordin-

ance as regards the registration of the houses and the women in them, who did

not undergo any examination
;
the other for Europeans, in which not only were

the houses and women registered, but the women had to pass a weekly medical

examination by me for contagious or infectious venereal disease. There were

three Inspectors of Brothels, whose duties I found consisted only in keeping a

reckoning of the number of women in these houses and the detection of sly

brothels evading the Ordinance. They did not concern themselves with the

sanitary state of the houses or the health of their inhabitants. There were about

four hundred Registered Brothels.

I began the inspection the first week of my arrival, and the condition of

things I found was, that the general condition of the houses rendered it impossible

to keep them clean
;

light and air were excluded by the rooms being not only

divided up into cubicles, one to each woman, constructed of thin pine boards,

but often a room was divided into two, partly or entirely by a loft being built

within it, that is to say that, if a room were 12 ft. high, another floor was built

half or wholly across it, making it into two rooms 6 ft. high, each being divided up

by the afore mentioned cubicles. Each floor consisted of one room as a rule,

having two windows in front and a door into a kitchen behind it, the kitchen

having only one small window. The houses were built of blue sun-dried bricks,

very porous and readily absorbing moisture; the inside walls, generally, had at

one time been white-washed
;
the upper floors were constructed of thin pine planks

which did not fit together, with interstices between them, through which could

be seen the inhabitants of the lower floor. The basement floors were either the

mud beaten hard and flat or covered with porous tiles, mostly broken from the

softness of the ground on which they were laid
;
the ceilings were the bare rafters

of the floors above. The kitchens attached to every room were covered over the

floors with these unglazed tiles, the smoke ascended through a square opening of

2 ft. into the kitchen above. Through most of the kitchens and in a corner of the

smoke-hole, from the topmost storey to the basement, ran an unglazed down-

spout, composed of sections about 8 inches in diameter by 3 ft. in length and

about half an inch thick, fitting loosely into one another; these conveyed the

sullage of the kitchens above to the house-drain in the basement and were also

used by the inhabitants as urinals; sometimes these down spouts ran down the

outside wall of the house, an aperture being made through the wall of each floor

leading into them
;
the porous nature of these down-spouts was shown by the

broad stains on the porous walls, on each side of them where the liquid thrown



down them had soaked through into the walls; these down-spouts if inside the

house, which the majority were, led into a house-drain which ran under the floor

of the house into the street, composed of loose porous bricks as before described,

loosely put together and allowing most of the liquid passing through the drain to

soak into the subsoil; these house-drains were supposed to lead into the main

sewer of the street, if there was one, but in many streets such a thing did not

exist
;
where there was a main sewer, more often than not, the house-drains

extended only to the front of the houses and drained into the subsoil, and as a

result, were choked in their whole length. In each kitchen was a small cubicle

about 3 ft. square by 4 ft. high, containing a glazed earthenware pot with a cover

;

this pot was barrel-shaped and about 14 inches in diameter and 12 inches high,

and was used for the deposit of night-soil by the inhabitants of that floor and

emptied once a day, the night-soil contractor receiving it into his boats, the ten-

ants paying a small sum to the coolie for its removal to the night-soil boats. In

these Brothels the women lived on the upper floors as a rule, six to eight cubicles

being on each floor, the basement being devoted to a reception room, a cubicle

for the mistress of the house and sleeping-quarters for the servants. Besides

being badly constructed, ill-drained, lighted and ventilated, these houses were all -

much over-crowded. No water was laid on to any of these houses
;
the water was

brought from the nearest public hydrants by coolies plying as water-carriers at

the cost of 5 cents a bucket, or in seasons of drought, when the hydrants only run

for a short time daily and water had to be brought a long distance from the moun-

tain streams, 15 cents a bucket, unless there was a well in the basement kitchen

of the house as some had, but in most cases in the crowded quarters of the city

the water in the well, if there was one, was unfit for drinking, but was used for

washing only. Under these conditions the water-supply was limited in any case,

if the Brothel was not a very prosperous one, very limited indeed and used chiefly

for the purposes of cooking and drinking, the smallest possible amount for the

cleanliness of the person or clothes and none at all for the cleanliness of the house.

Under these circumstances there was little need for me to explain why Typhoid

Fever was rife among the inhabitants of the Brothels. It took me six weeks to go

through all those houses, as each one had to be reported upon for the information

of the Registrar General, and I could only devote the afternoons to this duty, from

2 p.m. till dark. When the inspection ended, a full report of this general con-

dition as I have described was sent in to the Government; many of them I certi-

fied were unfit for human habitation, others as unfit for use as Brothels, and the

remainder as requiring putting in good order. I also stated what number of

women should be allowed to live in each Brothel, and that the number I gave

should in no case be permitted to be increased.

The survey of the Brothels, which were registered houses under Govern-

ment supervision, was such a revelation that I immediately set on foot an inspec-

tion of the City of Victoria and the outlying villages
;

this was begun in January

1874. Before I began, I enquired of the Surveyor General, a newly-appointed

officer who had arrived only a few months before me, if I could see any plans of

the Drainage of the Colony, especially the City of Victoria, and received the in-

formation that, to his amazement, no such plans were in existence and he was

as much in the dark as myself. I found that the great majority of Chinese houses

were such as I have described in all respects, many of them were worse. The

Sanitary Inspectors had no right to enter a house unless there was a nuisance

complained of, and their duties appeared to be confined only to reporting on the

cleanliness of the streets and roads, and arresting any one who caused a nuisance

or obstruction on the public streets. Therefore all the public streets were kept fairly



clean, more especially those frequented by Europeans and in the portions of the

town occupied by Europeans. But there were private lanes, alleys and gullies in

the Chinese quarter that beggared all description. Four long wide streets, each

over a quarter of a mile in length, named High Street, Third Street, Second

Street, and First Street, all lying parallel with one another and with Queen’s

Road, the main thoroughfare, on the lower level, and Bonham Road,

one of the main thoroughfares, on the uppper level, had never been

laid out as streets at all. These streets, with their long rows of houses on

each side, had no roadway, no footpaths, no side-channels, no main drainage :

the street remained in the rough as before the houses were built, not even levelled

and with huge granite boulders sticking out of the ground in their whole length.

The Public Markets were places of the filthiest description, even those in use for

Europeans
;

coolies slept with their lousy bedding on the stalls where meat, fish,

vegetables, &c., were exposed for sale during the day, and during the day the

lousy bedding hung up over the stalls where the provisions were exposed for

sale. Pigs, Sheep, and Goats were kept alive in Chinese houses living with their

families on every floor upstairs and down. Cattle were kept in basement floors,

and one of the largest dairies supplying the richest European quarter of the town

was in a gully in the basement stories of a row of houses. The cows had never

been out of their stalls since they first went in
;
these basements were so dark,

that when feeding or milking the cows the attendants had to use lanterns
;
the

cows had grown so that they could not be got out, and to get them out I had to

break down the walls to make the doorways wide enough. When I enquired how
they got a cow out if she died, they said ‘ oh, cut her up.’ In the cold weather

when cattle were killed late in the evening so the meat should be ready for early

morning market the meat quartered wTas taken to Chinese houses and hung up in

rooms where a crowd was sleeping. I found in one case a fore quarter of beef

hanging up over the bed of a man in the last stage of small-pox, and the people

wTere quite astonished when I ordered it to be destroyed. Except in a very

small portion of the European quarter in the Central District of the City, no water

was laid on to the houses
;
there were a few public hydrants in the Central

District of the City, none at the extreme Eastern or Western portions of

the City. There were hundreds of wadis all over the City, in basements of

houses, court-yards, streets, alleys and gardens. At least half of these were

unfit for drinking purposes being badly tainted with sewage. One quarter of

them were very doubtful, the rest very good. In the European quarter where

there was public drainage of a sort the bathroom down-spouts without exception

went straight down into the house-drain, which without any trapping went

straight into the main sewer, thus the sewers ventilated into the bathrooms which

in the majority ofcases led direct into the bedrooms. Such was the state of things

I reported to Government at the end of my inspection in May, 1874, when I had
been only six months in the Colony. Europeans knew nothing about their own
houses; they never looked into their servants’ quarters, rarely even into their

kitchens, and the filth to be found was astounding. The European owners of

Chinese house property had in the majority of cases never seen it, or if

they had only seen it from outside, they tiusted to their Compradore

;

they bought the property advertized as lot-number —
,

having on it such

and such houses bringing in rent so and so, for sale at upset price such

and such. The Chinese Compradore looked after the tenants, collected the rents,

charged a certain amount for repairs the major portion of which he put in his

pocket. Consequently the reports I made came like a thunder clap upon
Government and the Heads of most Departments concerned, and I wuas generally
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disbelieved except in the case of pigs, for which I produced Government licenses,

issued by the Market Inspector for keeping pigs under the beds in the third story

of houses (Chinese have standing beds occupying nearly half one of the cubicles

of which there may be six to eight in each room, in each cubicle a family resides^

and many of these licenses had been running over four years and stated that the

owner had a fit and proper place to keep pigs in. Luckily for the Market

Inspector he had just sailed home the previous week on pension. All Europeans

who heard me speak of the things I had seen disbelieved me, as many had been

here a great number of years and had no knowledge of such things, and the City

as far as they were acquainted with it looked so clean and smelt so sweet, unless

a belated wayfarer coming home betwen 3 and 5 a.m. met the night-

soil coolies and their buckets, after clearing the houses, going down to

the boats, but then it was mostly their own fault if they were out at

that time and they all knew about that. Such being the case a commission

of enquiry into the truth of my report was appointed and began their labours at

the end of October of 1874. The members of the Commission were the Surveyor

General (Mr Price), Mr R. G. Alford, an architect and engineer in private practice

who spoke Chinese fluently, and myself. This Commission worked every week

day afternoon from 2 p.m. till dark from the last week in October 1874 to the

end of April 1875, over six months, and made a most thorough inspection. The

Surveyor General was too unwell to continue to work at the end of March,

which Mr. Alford and myself completed
;
his sickness was not to be wondered at, as

we all mostly vomited our tiffins before we had been at work an hour when some

horrible stench proved too much for us, but then the Surveyor General got into

such a state he could not eat his dinner when he got home, this brought on so

much exhausion that he had to lay up for a time. Our joint report was sent in

to Government in the beginning of May 1875 and more than confirmed all I had

stated in my report in May 1874; being both Engineers the other two turned up

many things I had not discovered, such as old cesspools, big drains which had been

cut off at both ends and forgotten, which had house-drains still draining into them

and had become huge cesspools full of putrid and fetid matter &c., &c., and gave

a better description of the houses and drainage than I have done, so that the

story lost nothing in the re-telling. In the second week of May after the report

had been sent in I was seized with severe rigors, and though I went on with my
duties for a few days feeling seedy, I was sent to Hospital one morning delirious

and remained so for another 18 days suffering from Typhoid Fever till my life

was depaired of, and my friend the Surveyor General had a special grave dug

for me in a pretty part of the cemetery, but as I recovered he had it filled

up again. Meanwhile (April 6th 1875) I sent in to Government my Annual

Report for 1874; in the sanitation section of that report I related much that I

had stated in my report of May 1874; this portion of the report was suppressed:

as all Annual Reports of Heads of Departments are published in the Colonial

Gazette and also in the yearly Blue Book of the Colony, consequently the Public

did not see it or the Secretary of State either, though in this section I had said

nothing about the food supply as mentioned above that it might not cause alarm

or the foul wells the water of which I had seen used for the purpose of washing

vegetables for the markets which I have forgotten to mention before. This sec-

tion was resuscitated by Sir John Pope Hennessy in 1879 and published in a

Gazette and the Blue Book of that year. It was republished lately by a Colonial

paper, and I give it in extenso .-

—



TAIPINGSHAN IN 1874.

The following is the Sanitation portion of the Colonial Surgeon’s report for 1874, which was

suppressed at the time but subsequently published in a parliamentary blue book. Particular interest

attaches to the report at the present time :

—

On the subject of sanitation I also made a long special report at the beginning of this year’, and,

for that report, I made a series of inspections in company with my inspectors. I have this winter made
another series of inspections in company with Mr. Price, the Surveyor-General. The result of these

inspections goes to prove that, however much on the surface the town of Victoria may appear cleaner

than most Eastern towns, beneath the surface it would be difficult to find a filthier condition of things.

My first series of. inspections discovered that pigs were kept in houses all over the town, by
hundreds, and that pigsties were to be found under the beds and in the kitchens of first, second, and
third floors. I visited many houses in which over a hundred pigs were kept

;
every bed in these houses

had from five to seven large pigs in a sty constructed underneath it, and either from the connivance or

ignorance of a late inspector of markets, whose duty it was to see that the pigs were kept in proper

places, many of the people had Government licenses so to keep their pigs. Imagine houses whose upper
floors are constructed of thin boards, with wide interstices between them, and whose lower floors are

mud, and the state they w’ould be in under these circumstances, with pigs’ urine, &c., dropping through
from floor to floor. It is needless to observe that the minute this state of things was brought to the

notice of Government it was at once put a stop to, and that now all pigs found in houses are confiscated,

and, on repetition of the offence, the owner is fined as well.

The late inspections w’ere still mor-e thoroughly done, and nearly every street, lane, and gully in

the lower quarter of the town were visited, and notes of the condition of the houses, drains, &c., were
taken carefully, with the following results :

—
There are three different styles of construction of houses in the lower quarters of the town.

First, houses which are constructed in blocks, back to back, with no ventilation except from the front.

Secondly, houses with narrow gullies from one foot to six feet wide at the back, down which a filthy

open drain runs, or a very dilapidated closed one. Into these drains the down-spouts of the different

floors of the houses on each side of the gully empty themselves. Thii’dly, houses with lanes at the back,

for the convenience of the inhabitants of the cellar floors, the back of these floors being formed of the

ground of the street above, owing to the hilly nature of the ground on which the house is built.

Otherwise, the construction of these houses is the same throughout the town. Each floor

consists of a large main room and a small kitchen
;
generally the kitchen is at the back, but in cases

where the back of the floor is against the hillside, the kitchen is in the front, and whatever ventilation

there is, the air has to come through the kitchen before it reaches the inhabitants in the main room.

The average size of the main rooms is 26 feet by 14 feet by 10 feet high, containing eight

partitions, averaging 7 feet by 6 feet by 7 feet high, over which a sort of loft is often built to increase

the accommodation, and in a room of this description, from 16 to 25 people live. It is extremely rare

to find that walls or ceiling (which is composed of the bare rafters and boards of the floor above, or of

the roof) have ever been white-washed
;
if they have, it was only when the house was first built

;
the

walls are generally bare bricks. The ground floor is in nine cases out of ten, composed of mud
;
in the

other cases, it is composed of tiles or stone flags, and is generally very damp. The upper floors are

composed of rough quarter-inch planks, with wide interstices between them. In no case, from the time
the house had been built, had the floors ever been washed, their construction, as a rule, rendering it

impossible. The first-floor tenants cannot wash their floors, because they are mud
;
the upper-floor

tenants cannot wash theirs, because they would, if they attempted it, half drown the inhabitants of the

floors beneath them.

In each partition of the main room a family, or several members of a family, sleep. The men go
to the public privies

;
the women and children use covered pots, which are kept in the partitions under

the beds
;
the nightsoil is removed, on an average, every third day

;
it vai’ies in some cases from two to

five days.

Women of the lowest class rarely wash themselves
;
men, only the exposed parts of their persons.

I have seen many women who have candidly confessed that they have not even wiped themselves down
with a damp cloth (which is the Chinese mode of washing) for years, and I saw no reason to doubt their

words. If any washing is done, either of bodies or clothes, it is generally done in the kitchen. Clothes
washing varies from once or twice a month to once in several months, or not at all, and a cotton suit will

last, I am told, from five to six years, and more; if they were washed often they would not last so long.

Many articles of clothing are never washed at all on any account; those that are quilted, for instance.

Bedding is composed of quilted cotton, or a stuff resembling soft felt, covered by a light net to prevent
from tearing, and in no case is it ever washed

;
sheets are never used. I never saw any entirely new

bedding; the newest I saw was three years in possession of the owner, and he had bought it second-hand.

I have seen bedding 20 years old, and that was bought second-hand. It is taken out and aired

occasionally, and a few of the vermin picked out, if they are found to be too numerous.
The average quantity of water used daily by each individual is about two quarts, and this is

considered sufficient, as a rule, for cooking, drinking, and washing purposes. Often it has to be brought
from a considerable distance, and this is troublesome and expensive, so they do with as little as possible.

Kitchen’s average size is 13 feet by 6 feet by 10 feet high, with stone or tile floors, always very
wet and dirty. It is rare to find a chimney; there is generally a square opening in each of the floors

above, forming a sort of shaft, without walls to it, and the smoke gets up through these if it can, or
escapes by a small window; that is to say, part of it; the rest pervades the house. In each kitchen there
is a small drain in the upper floors

;
the opening is connected with a downspout, which either passes

outside the house or down through the kitchens below. All tine inhabitants, when at home, of every
floor urinate in their kitchen drain

;
this is a rule without an exception. The walls and ceilings of the

kitchen are always covered with a thick layer of soot.

Ground floors, as a rule, are very dark
;
the rooms usually have only one window, averaging 3

feet by 2 feet, and the door, for light and air' to come through, and they require lamps to be burning day
as well as night in order to see anything. The upper floors are often not much better.

The house drain is generally in filthy condition, and in many cases choked
;
the downspouts are

often in the same condition. These latter are for the most part composed of unglazed pottery piping
;

and on the walls down which they run, on either side of them, is seen a dark, damp stain, showing how
the filthy liquids they convey filter through them, or escape from the joints into the walls of the houses.
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The drains in the gullies, lanes, and smaller streets appear originally to have been very badly
constructed of rough-cut and unfaced stones, loosely put together, which, in many places, have sunk into

the ground quite out of their original position, and quite as much liquid as the drains carry off filters

out of them into the ground. I have found in many cases from 6 to 18 inches of semi-solid, black,

putrid filth stagnant in them, according to their size. Many of them have never been opened since they
were first constructed 20 or 30 years ago, and some of them have been built over at parts, and their out-

lets choked, lost and forgotten ; out of such places as these tons and tons of filth have been removed
only to accumulate again.

In some streets large new sewers have been lately constructed by Government. I notice that
the house-drains are not connected with these sewers, and I am informed that in the existing state of

the law, householders cannot be made to connect their drains with the new sewers

Many houses in Taipingshan have wells either in the main room or kitchens of the ground-
floors, and these wells are invariably within one or two feet of the house drains and downspouts. In
some cases the water smells or tastes so bad that it is not used for drinking, but in others, where there

is no smell and the water is only apparently slightly foul, the water is used for drinking. In some of

the lanes large public wells exist, and the drains invariably run close alongside them, and the condi-

tion of things is such that the sewage must filter through the earth in many cases, and mix more or

less with the water in the wells. When the water is not used for drinking, it is used for washing
vegetables for the markets, for washing clothes, and often for preparing food, &c., &c.

This is a simple statement of facts as I have found them, and I think it will not be found

difficult, after this explanation, for those who read this account to present in their imaginations a slight

idea of the state of fifth in which at present the lowest class of Chinese exist. I have not spoken of the

state of the drains in the better quarters of the town, for that is patent to the eyes and noses of the

public and attracts sufficient attention. If it were not for the heavy rains flushing them frequently in

hot weather, matters would be worse still.

The typhoon was a great sanitary visitor in the lower quarters of the town, and though it

caused a great amount of destruction of rotten old buildings, it did a world of good.

From this it will be seen that every condition exists for the development of the cholera or fevers

of a typhoid character
;

if the seeds are once sown, they will have a fair start. Port Louis, Mauritius,

a town similarly situated at the base of high hills, with every similar convenience for a good drainage,

and having an equally bad state of things but certainly not worse, has suffered most severely from

epidemics, though once it was a renowned sanitarium. I was in the Colonial service there in the fever

epidemic of 1867 and 1868, and I sincerely hope I may never see such another, the death-rate at one

time exceeding 600 people daily. Let the rains fall short
,
or the monsoons cease to blow here for a time,

and Hongkong would be the scene of a similar catastrophe. That condition of things occurred in the

Mauritius, and it is not impossible it may occur here.

Hongkong has still an evil name; that it once deserved it, there is no doubt, though it does not

at present; whether it will ever deserve it again is the question which, unless some improvement take

place in the water supply and drainage, it is possible may be answered in the affirmative in the future.

—Hongkong Daily Press, June 19th.

The Colony could not now plead ignorance of the real state of affairs as

above described and reiterated by the inspections and report of the Commission

appointed. But to remedy the state of things was another matter with the limited

powers at my disposal. I could do no more than keep an eye on things and by

continual reports keep them under notice. The keeping of pigs was easily dis-

posed of, as they required to be licensed and they were got out of the houses very

speedily, as also the existing Dairy Farm arrangements, but the sheep and goats

were not so easilv disposed of and could only be proceeded against as causing a

nuisance, a very difficult thing to prove under the existing laws as none of the

neighbours would complain. The water supply was a very large order and must

take precedence to any system of drainage to be introduced, to render any new

drainage effective
;
then the existing construction of houses brought in many con-

flicting interests, and to remedy these things new laws were required. In 1870

Mr McCallum was appointed Apothecary to the Government Civil Hospital and

Government Analyst, and soon after his arrival a complete list of the wells in the

Colony was obtained, and all of them properly tested, so that the state of

the water in every well was known both as regards the wet and the dry

seasons, but only those that were proved absolutely dangerous to health

in any case, could be closed on account of the very limited water supply

from the existing reservoir. Accident gave opportunities to a large extent

when land and house property were cheap and dollars were plentiful

and nearer 4 than 9 to the £1 sterling. Notably the Typhoon of 1874

which caused an enormous destruction of house property, and the great fue of

1878 which destroyed between 300 and 400 houses in the Central District, but the

existing laws allowed the same old type of houses to be run up again more crowded

than ever. Though both these events did my department good, as the first made



a ruin of the disgusting old building used as a Government Civil Hospital and the

second burnt down its successor, an old Hotel in the Central District of the City.

Now we have a good airy Hospital worthy of the name. In 1882 owing to grave

differences of opinion between His Excellency the Governor Sir John Pope

Hennessy on the one side and the Survevor General and myself on the other, and

each appealing separately to the Secretary of State, Mr. Chadwick was sent out

with a Royal Commission to enquire and report on the existing state of things.

His report contained in a large Blue Book was issued the same year in which the

existing state of things was still more completely described, a scheme for a new

additional water supply proposed, an entirely new system of drainage also, a new

Building Ordinance passed and a Health Ordinance also, under which a Sanitary

Board was formed which with the exception of my being one of the members

relieved me of my responsibilities as regards the Sanitary condition of the Colony.

The Board was appointed in 1883, after I had been 10 years in charge of a burden

much too heavy and a responsibility much too great for a single individual with

a very limited staff and very little legal power given him. In 1888, Mr. Chad-

wick again visited the Colony and expressed his surprise at the very little progress

that had been made in the way of improvement since his last visit six years ago.

Very little had been done as regards new drainage, very little as regards the new
water supply, a number of new Bye-Laws were added to the Health Ordinance

and the Sanitary Board reconstituted and increased in numbers. We have got

the new water supply which has already proved inadequate in periods of long

drought for the last two years. The new drainage system has been laid down,

but owing to the Health Ordinance not being retrospective, householders cannot

be compelled to connect their house drains with it unless they are proved to be a

nuisance, and so not 10 per cent, of the house drains are connected with it, and

the scheme itself has also proved to be faulty in many respects. The Sanitary

Board’s powers are also very limited owing to the Health Ordinance not being

retrospective as regards old buildings, and the New Building Ordinance is a dead

letter as far as old buildings are concerned for the same reason. A Crown Land
Resumption Ordinance to enable Government to take over land and reconstruct

the dwellings upon it was passed in 1889, but has not been acted on, and so things

remain pretty much the same as existed twenty years ago. This is proved by

what happened in 1893: in September of that year 1 lodged a complaint with

the Sanitary Board of a nuisance causing great distress to the patients in the

Government Civil Hospital by fat-boiling in Chinese houses west of the Hospital,

causing an intolerable stench to pervade the whole atmosphere. A sub-committee

of the Board was appointed to enquire into the matter, and Mr. Ede, Mr. Francis

and Mr Humphreys, all unofficial members of the Board, sent in a report, a para-

graph of which I quote concerning the houses in which the fat-boiling business

was conducted :
—

“ Nearly the whole of the houses are in a most dilapidated and insanitary

“ condition. The floors are reeking with filth. The drainage was very bad,

“ smell abominable. In some of the houses, there were dark holes in which
“ there were quantities of decomposing and putrid meat, fat, and bones, and in

“ one of them filled with maggots. The stench from these places was unbeay-

“ able.”

These houses were situated in High Street, Third Street, Second Street and

First Street, which have been previously mentioned in this report. The Sanitary

Board then issued orders for the nuisance complained of to be abated by the

tenants, and further orders, that the landlords be notified to put the houses in

proper order. The nuisance complained of was abated, the landlords were noti-
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lied, and there, as the documents on record show, the matter ended, no further

steps were taken and the landlords did nothing. When this report was read

before the Board, I stated that all the houses in that neighbourhood that did no

fat-boiling were equally insanitary and all were in as filthy a condition as the

worst houses in the Central District of Tai-ping-shan.

For years the following tables have appeared in my Annual Reports:—

•

DEATHS AMONG EUROPEANS (British and Foreign).

Years.

Enteric.

Fevers.

Simple
Continued.

Typhus.

Diarrhoea. Cholera.
Y OMITING

AND
Purging.

Total.

1873, 6 2 17 25

1874, 1 4 4 17 26

1875, 1 5 18 24

1876, 1 9 14 24

1877, 5 8 4 10 27

1878, 3 15 o 9 29

1879, 3 21 14 38

1880, 1 12 1 10 24

1881,
o 17 10 29

1882, 10 13 i 13 37

1883, 1 9 9 19

1884, 7 4 12 23

1885, 7 11 9 19 46

1886, 5 8 5 18

1887, 7 10 6 2 25

1888, 5 4 16 25 50
1889, 2 3 10 1 16

1890, 4 4 4 12

1891, 5 1 • • • 4 5 15

1892, 1 6 7

1893, 5 1 11 17

DEATHS AMONG CHINESE.

Fevers.

Diarrhcea. Cholera.
Vomiting

Total.Y EARS.

Enteric. Simple
Continued

Typhus.

AND
Purging.

1873, ... 12 96 16 195 319

1874, 125 46 231 402

1875, 31 291 2 288 612

1876, 94 343 259 696

1877, 145 370 8 311 834
1878, 89 481 33 701 1,304

1,478

1,030

1879, 116 733 21 608
1 880, 309 373 348
1881, 438 168 38 435 1,079

1882, 679 71 465 1,215

1,496

1,035

1,604

1,136

764

1883, 262
132

571 3 660
1884, 600 2 301

1885, 105 755 561 7 176

1886, 9 772 10 326 19

1887, 9 441 25 276 13

1888, 2 299 o 361 17 236 917

1889, 1 363 180 7 551

1890, 1 312 2 216 1 562

1891, 6 427 329 9 771

1892, 446 231 G77
1893,' 448 294 742
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The diseases were selected as being on the Registration of Deaths in the

Colony, as being likely to be confused with one another by the ignorant Chinese

Doctors, and all might be attributed to insanitary conditions. As regards the second

reason, I know it is a fact, for in 1873, when I was called upon to report on the

outbreak of Typhoid Fever in the Brothels, nearly all the 12 cases reported as

occurring among Chinese died in the Government Civil Hospital. Typhus is

unknown here except a few cases imported from Japan and is very rarely seen in

the Tropics, and Diarrhoea had not been particularly rife among the Chinese

that year, so that the most of these deaths must be attributed to Typhoid Fever

and so also the deaths from Simple Continued Fever. On looking down, the

record for twenty years enough will be seen to justify my conclusions, when

comparing the Chinese with the European Table. In the earlier years a

good many of the poorer class of Europeans were attended by Chinese Doctors,

especially those who lived with Chinese women for wives. Take, for instance, the

year 1882. 10 deaths from Enteric Fever are recorded among Europeans. I

know more of the cases registered otherwise were Enteric. Then in the Chinese

Table for 1882—679 deaths from Enteric Fever are recorded : look at the record

for the same year under the heads of Simple Continued, Typhus and Diarrhoea,

and compare them all with the preceding and following years. There is no

doubt in my mind from the condition of things I have described that Enteric

Fever is responsible for most of the deaths recorded in these tables among the

Chinese. In 1885 and 1888 we had epidemics of Sporadic Cholera
;
none of these

cases bore the slightest resemblance to Asiatic Cholera, as regards the external

appearance of the bodies, and all cases (and they were many) in which post mor-

tems were made showed an intense state of inflammation of the bowels. These

epidemics broke out in May, June and July, when enormous quantities of unripe

plums, peaches and laichees come down from Canton in good seasons. For the

last five years the stone-fruit crop has been very poor, which accounts for the

decrease in this class of disease.

So much for the History of Sanitation in this Colony up to

date. From the beginning of October, 1893, to the 16th of May, 1891

we had no rain and the water supply ran very short. The winter was very

mild, the north-east monsoon did not act much as far as this Colony was

concerned. Since my report of 1873 the number of the worst class of insanitary

dwellings has greatly increased as well as the overcrowding; in 1873 the Chinese

population was estimated as numbering 122,120, this year it is estimated as

being 210,995, nearly doubled in the 20 years. All the conditions I mentioned

at the end of my report for 1873 were fulfilled, the only thing wanting was an

epidemic

At the end of June this year a report was sent in to Government by the

Police, who were so informed by Inspector Quincey that a number of deaths

were occurring in Canton from the Plague. A report was asked for from the

Consular Surgeon at Canton as to the truth of the rumour, which he confirmed.

< >n the 4th of May Dr. Lowson, then Acting Superintendent of the Government

Civil Hospital, requested leave to go up to Canton, and I requested him ifpossible

to see and examine the cases of Plague in the Chinese Hospitals there.

While he was away on the 5th of May, it was reported to me that a num-
ber of deaths were occurring in the Coolie Lodging-houses in Bonham Strand. I

sent a Sanitary Inspector down to make inquiries if any cases of sickness were to

be found, and it so to summon me down at once. None were found for me to see.

The same afternoon a suspicious case of Fever occurred in the Government Civil

Hospital in one of the Chinese male nurses, on the staff. When Dr. Lowson re-
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turned on the 7th, he verified the case as being Plague similar to the cases he had

seen in Canton. I sent him at once to the Tung Wah Hospital to examine the

patients there and report, this Hospital being under Chinese supervision with

Native Doctors in attendance. He reported 16 cases there, the majority of whom
had been received on the 5th. These cases were ordered to be segregated. An
Emergency Meeting of the Sanitary Board was called, and resolutions passed

appointing a Permanent Committee, composed of Mr. J. J. Francis, Q.C, as pre-

sident; Mr. F. H. May (Captain Superintendent of Police) and myself were ap-

pointed, and the Government was asked for a Special Ordinance to give the

Permanent Committee full powers to deal with the threatened outbreak of an

epidemic of Plague in the Colony, which was granted and passed in Council

within 24 hours. At my request the Epidemic Hulk llygeia was brought across

the Harbour near shore, and all the Plague Patients were removed on board at

once. I have deputed Dr. Lowson to report in full the work clone by the Medical

Department and the increased staff which was sent to our assistance by the

Naval and Military Authorities and by volunteers from Medical men in the

Colony and from the Coast Ports of China, as he was at the head of the working

staff' under my supervision, and the time allowed for the report requested is so
’

short that I could not send one at all, if it were not for this division of labour.

He will also report the assistance given us by the Pathological Prefessors sent by

their Governments from Saigon and Japan to report on the Plague epidemic here.

The Captain Superintendent of Police, with the Sanitary Inspectors and

some of the Police Force, began the house-to-house visitation for the purpose of

discovering cases of Plague, cleaning, disinfecting and whitewashing houses where

cases had occurred or were discovered. As the spread of the disease increased it

became necessary to call for volunteers for this duty to assist him, and also to

appeal to the Military Department for assistance : they called for volunteers from

their own men, and about 400 were turned out to our assistance, from the Royal

Engineers, Artillery and the Shropshire Regiment, divided into gangs of 200 each,

one working in the morning and one in the afternoon. How neccesary this

house-to-house visitation was is shown by the number of sick and dead bodies

that were found in inhabited houses and many found in deserted and supposed

empty houses; in one house of this sort, five dead bodies were found and four

sick men helpless with no one to look after them. All houses that had a case or

two in them were cleaned, disinfected and lime-washed. All houses that had

three or more cases were closed at once, and the inhabitants removed to houses

in better condition taken up by Government for their accommodation. It became

necessary to close a whole district where the houses were of the worst descrip-

tion, and between three and four hundred houses were closed after the removal

of the inhabitants as above described, the houses nailed up and the streets walled

up, to prevent access to them, with a guard of Police to watch. Many hundreds

of houses all over the City were thus closed up, after rough disinfection, till more

thorough measures could be taken. The houses walled up, it has been decided to

destroy by fire : the proposal is to unroof them, throw the beams of the roof and

the boarding and beams of the flooring into the basement and make each house a

furnace so that the soil on which it is built shall be thoroughly baked, and thus

destroy any possibility of the existence of germs as far as possible. About the third

week of the outbreak an exodus of Chinese began, thousands leaving the Colony

daily until in a few days from 60,000 to 80,000 had left of their own accord, and

this greatly assisted the measures being taken. Special sites were set apart for

the burial of Chinese at a distance from the City
;
special portions of the Protestant,

Roman Catholic, Hebrew, Mahomedan, and Parsec Cemeteries were marked out
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for the burial of Plague cases that died
;
and a special burning ghat on the shore

for the Hindoos. Commander Hastings, with a number of naval seamen

to assist him in looking after the boats and launches employed, and a number of

unemployed seamen to help with the coffins, was in charge of the burials. Quick-

lime was put freely into the coffins and graves of all those who died of the plague.

The Permanent Committee above mentioned, who had afterwards added to their

number Mr R. K. Leigh, architect and engineer elected to the Sanitary Board on

the 16th of June, and Surgeon-Major James at the request of the Military Depart-

ment to assist them, met every afternoon to report and hear reports of the events

of the previous 24 hours and arrange matters lor the following day. The out-

break of the Plague began about the 5th of May, and for the first time on 27th

July, no cases and no death from Plague were reported in the previous twenty-

four hours. On the 6th of June the greatest number of plague cases in 24 hours

occurred, 112. On the 7th June the greatest number of deaths in 24 hours was

reporte 1, 107. From the 2nd to the 12th ot June the number of new cases aver-

aged 100 a day, and from the 4th to the 12th of June the deaths averaged 90 a

day. From the 16th of May to the 28th of July 2,415 deaths have been reported

from Plague. Many hundreds of those that left the Colony must have been infect-

ed, and at least 90 per cent, of those so infected must have died. The 8 months’

drought ceased on the 16th of May, when the first downpour of rain in 24 hours

reached 2^ inches, and there have been heavy if not incessant downpours of rain

every 24 hours since that date. It was thought that heavy rain might assist us

in getting rid of the Plague, but the increase only reached its extreme height both

in new cases and deaths in the fourth week of almost incessant rain, and durino-

that time nearly 30 inches of rain fell, the downfall being nearly incessant and at

times very heavy indeed. The measures taken have been so far satisfactory that

the disease has nearly ceased in a little more than two months from its com-

mencement. I quote two letters from the Permanent Committee to the Govern-

ment containing their recommendations for the prevention of a future outbreak

of the disease, and Ordinances are now in course of compilation to render these

recommendations effective.

Permanent Committee, Sanitary Board,

Hongkong, 28th June, 1894.

Sir,— -The Permanent Committee of the Sanitary Board have the honour to report, for the infor-
mation of His Excellency the Governor, that in the exercise of the powers entrusted to them by law for
the prevention and mitigation of the plague, they have condemned as unfit for human habitation 384
houses in the worst part of Taipingshan, have removed the inhabitants with their furniture and effects
to other portions of the city, and have walled in the entire district so as to prevent the occupation of the
houses pending the decision of the Government as to their disposal.

h ully fifty per cent, of the cases of plague that had occurred in Hongkong up to the date of the
cleaning of this district had occurred within its limits. A large number of houses (76) had had more than
three cases of plague

;
146 houses had one or two. Many of the houses are small, old, dark, badly drained

and ventilated, and filthily dirty, and have been certified by a duly-qualified medical practitioner to be
in their present state unfit for human habitation. The district itself is very badly laid out and worse
drained and the soil is everywhere foetid with the accumulated deposits of many years.

The Committee do not say that the houses cannot be made fit for human habitation each in its
degree, nor do they say that all the houses included within the limits of the district are, in themselves,
defective and insanitary. There are several good houses situate within the prescribed area

;
but they do

say that no amount of expenditure on the older houses will ever render them safe, and that nothing but
the pulling down of the whole of the existing houses and the complete reconstruction of the quarter°with
wider streets aud better drainage will ever prevent the neighbourhood from being a source of danger to
the entire city.

The Comittee therefore recommend :

—

(L—That the whole area (including streets), about ten acres, be resumed by the Government,
paying compensation to owners and others interested according to their respective interests.

(2)—That the whole of the buildings on the ground be destroyed, preferably by fire

(3)
—That the entire area be dug over, old drains opened up and removed, and all sewage-saturated

soil got rid of, the ground laid out afresh for building purposes with wider and better streets,
and a complete system of drainage more suitable than the old for the requirements of a
Chinese population

;
and

(4)
—That the whole, when so laid out and redrained, be put up for sale by public auction, in lots
or otherwise.



The Committee do not think that the Government will be in any way out of pocket by the

operation, which will take probably two years.

The Committee suggest that the resumption of the land be by Ordinance, at one stroke; that by
the same Ordinance a Commission of three be appointed to carefully inspect and report on the condition

of the houses and to value each separately, -upon the basis of the average assessed value for rating

purposes of each house for the last three years, and that, immediately on the completion of the survey

and valuation, the buildings be destroyed, each being unroofed, the woodwork of the roof and doors

thrown down into the house, and fired separately, so as, as far as possible, to thoroughly purify and
disinfect the brick work, before removal, and burn up as much of the soil as possible.

This done, the work of clearing, cleansing, and laying out afresh may be proceeded with at

leisure, but the Committee very strongly recommend that no streets or lanes (other than the scavenging

lanes hereinafter mentioned) be permitted under thifty feet in width ; that where houses are built back

to back a scavenging lane at least twelve feet wide be left between each row of houses
;
that the whole

area of a block, inside and outside the houses, be laid down with impervious material; that all drains

within the area of a block be open drains led into the sewers only when they reach the public street, and
that no basements be occupied, except as shops or cellars.

The Committee’s suggestions and recommendations on house construction will be more fully set

forth in their next letter on the subject of overcrowding and the provision of accommodation for surplus

population.

A Draft of an Ordinance for the resumption of the Taipingshan district is submitted herewith,

and the Committee is adding a clause empowering the Government to raise a loan for the carrying out

of the works proposed, so as to make the draft complete.

The houses in question are now being as thoroughly disinfected and cleaned as is possible, so that

the survey and valuation may proceed promptly and securely.— 1 have the honour to be, sir, your most
obedient humble servant,

J. J. Francis,

L hairman.

The Honourable the Acting Colonial Secretary, &c., &c., <i-c.

Permanent Committee, Sanitary Board,
Hongkong, 29th June, 1894.

Sir,—In addition to the houses in Taipingshan which the Permanent Committee have closed up and
which they recommend should be destroyed, there are a number of houses scattered throughout the City

from which they have removed the people and which they have cleaned and disinfected with the intention

that these houses should ultimately be re-opened and reoccupied. Most of those houses have been closed

because three or - more cases of plague have occurred in them. There are some, however, that have been
closed, having had only one case of plague or perhaps no case of plague at all but because they have been
found so overcrowded, so dark, ill-ventilated, or otherwise so defective and insanitary, that a medical

practitioner has declared them to be for the time being unlit for human habitation.

A list of these houses is appended.

The Permanent Committee have the honour to suggest, for the consideration of His Excellency

the Governor

—

(1.)—That their action in closing these houses and in removing the inhabitants should be ratified

by Ordinance, and that they should be protected, themselves and their officers, from suit or
action on account of their dealings with these houses.

(2.)—That they should be authorized by Ordinance to continue in possession of these houses and
to refuse to allow them to be occupied until the owners have amended the defects found in
them and have put them generally in a sanitary condition to the satisfaction of the Commit-
tee, and until they have signed an agreement not to pei’mit, pending alterations in the law,

these houses to be occupied in excess of the numbers for which the Permanent Committee
certify the houses to be respectively suitable. The requirements of the Permanent Committee
are as follows :

—

(
a).—That no basement shall, under any circumstances, be occupied as a dwelling.

(fr).—That no basement shall be occupied as a shop or store for the sale of goods unless it opens,

on the side on which the front of the shop or store is on a public street at least 25 feet wide.

(c).—That the ground floor of every building (whether in a basement or otherwise) shall be formed
of material impervious to gas and water to at least 9 inches in depth

;
and that no ground

floor of any building shall be occupied as a dwelling unless and until the floor thereof has
been made so impervious.

(cf).—That every house shall be inspected and measured as to its superficial area and cubic

space, internally, and each room in each house declared and certified to be suitable

for occupation by a certain number of persons not exceeding one adult for every 21 square
feet of superficial area and every 300 cubic feet of air space. The existing law permits one
adult for every 300 cubic feet of air space, but the Committee are unanimously of opinion

that floor area must form an element in the calculation. Otherwise the number of persons

in rooms of the same length and breadth will vary as the heights of the ceilings.

(e.)— Mezzanine floors, where they exist, must be strictly confined within the limits now laid

down by Ordinance, and steps should be taken for the summary removal of every mezzanine
floor erected otherwise than in strict accordance with the law.

(j1)—No cubicle shall have walls exceeding 8 feet in height, and the space from the top of such

wall to the roof or ceiling shall be open, or, if closed, closed only with bars or lattice work
having the openings therein equal to at least 2/3 of the whole area barred or latticed.

No partition shall be allowed in any room, more than 8 feet high, unless each of the portions into

which the room is divided by such partition has separate provision for light and air.

(<;.)—No mezzanine floor shall be permitted in any room in which there are cubicles.

The Permanent Committee unanimously recommend and urge that all of the above requirements

shall be embodied in an Ordinance and made applicable forthwith to every existing house in the colony,

and that the Sanitary Board be provided, to commence with, with a sufficient staff of Sanitary Inspectors

(sixteen at the least or one for every 51)0 houses) to enforce obedience to these regulations, with adequate

powers to enter and inspect.
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The Permanent Committee would like to see a provision in any Ordinance to be passed, requiring

every Chinese house in the Colony, and the uut-offices and servants’ quarters of every other house, to be

cleaned out and limewashed once at least in evei’y quarter.

These recommendations of the Permanent Committee are based on the very intimate knowledge

they have obtained during the last seven weeks from observation and report as to the sanitary condition

and defects of Chinese houses of all classes, and they beg to submit for the very serious consideration of the

Government the following statement of these defects, and of the remedies that seem to them at the same

time effective and thoroughly practical.

The first and by far the gravest of the existing defects is the saturation of the soil in and around

Chinese dwellings with sewage of every description. This is a defect that must be remedied without a

moment’s delay and at any cost to individuals or to the Colony. Until it is remedied there is no possible

preventive against plague, typhus, cholera and other diseases of the same character, nothing to prevent

the plague becoming endemic in Hongkong. This saturation of the soil exists to a most dangerous

extent in Taipingshan and is the main reason why that quarter has been wholly condemned, and there

are, unfortunately, other portions of the City nearly equally bad, which may have to be dealt with in

the same way.
Saturation of the soil from sewage has arisen from two causes mainly—

(1)

—That the ground floors of all Chinese houses are either of natural earth, or of porous tiles.

(2)

—That the drainage of all houses, up to a recent date, was of a very defective

character permitting the percolation of sewage into the soil, and that the Chinese are so

ignorant and careless in all matters of drainage that the new methods of drainage, sound and

good in themselves, are so abused that the effect is very little less injurious than that of the

old methods. Traps and pipes are so constantly broken and choked that the sewage equally

reaches the sub-soil.

There is only one effective remedy for this
;
the absolute prohibition of every drain and drain

opening leading under the floor inside the walls of any Chinese house, and the requirement of an

impervious ground floor in and around every Chinese house.

This remedy can only be applied, to its full extent, to houses to be hereafter built, but the

impervious floor can and ought to be enforced in every house of every description in the Colony and at

once.

The pi’oposed exclusion of all drains and openings in or under the floor of any Chinese house

necessarily involves the prohibition of the present style of building Chinese houses back to back in

blocks and the enforcement of the law that all Chinese houses shall have at the back an open public

scavenging lane at least 12 feet in width, into which all down pipes of evei’y description shall run and

along which, either in open or covered drains, all sullage waters from the houses shall pass to the public

sewers in the streets. The existence of such a lane will also contribute largely to the better lighting

and ventilation of houses
;
want of adequate light and air being amongst the most serious defects of the

present methods of building.

The recommendations of the Committee with reference to the first point are—
(1.)—That in any Ordinance to be passed the erection of blocks of houses back to back shall be

absolutely prohibited and that every house to be hereafter built shall be required to have at

the back or one end of it an open public scavenging lane.

(2.)—That there shall be no drains or drain openings inside the walls of any Chinese house to be
hereafter built and that the ground floor shall be formed of impervious material at least a

foot in depth. As to houses now in existence that the existing ground floors shall be
thoroughly cleaned out and re-made with impervious material to at least a foot in depth.

(3.)— That no basement shall under any circumstances be used as a dwelling house.

(4).—That no ground floor shall be used as a dwelling house until the floor has been so cleaned

and re-made to the satisfaction of the Sanitary Board.

The second point to which the attention of the Board has been called is overcrowding. The
report of Mr Ede’s Committee dated 15th October, 1890, shows that overcrowding does not exist to so

great an extent as some people suppose and that it is confined to certain portions of the town and to

certain classes of houses. The most serious practical evil arising out of it is the occupation of

basements and ground floors as dwelling places and the multiplication in every room of every house of

mezzanine floors and on each floor of cubicles the partitions of which reach to the ceiling or to the

mezzanine floor, and so interfere with light and ventilation. These evils are very serious, and must be
remedied. Light and air are the best preservatives against plague. Among the 4,000 people moved
out of the infected district direct into new houses without any intermediate period of segregation and
observation, there have been only nine cases of sickness. The houses into which they went were clean,

airy and lightsome, mezzanines and cubicles have been forbidden and overcrowding stopped.

To remedy the evil of overcrowding the Committee recommend that a law be forthwith passed

fixing the limit of space for each adult in all houses now built or hereafter to bo constructed at 21

square feet of floor, and 300 cubic feet of air space. Requiring every house to be measured and
surveyed, and every room certified for the number of inhabitants it is fitted to contain. Forbidding, in

all houses, new or old, the occupation of basements for dwelling houses, the occupation of shops and
stores on the ground floor as dwelling rooms except for a very limited number, the co-existence on the

same floor of mezzanines and cubicles, the construction of mezzanines where permitted otherwise than in

strict accordance with law, the raising of the walls of cubicles above eight feet, the occupation as

dwellings of cook-houses, enclosed yards, &c. Forbidding in houses to be hereafter built any room of

greater length than 50 feet not lighted from two sides at the least, and of all mezzanine floors.

The law must empower the Sanitary Board, by their officers, to visit at least once in eacli

quarter every Chinese house and the out-offices and servants’ quarters of all other houses, under such

limitations and regulations as the Board think requisite to prevent needless annoyance to families and

persons in whose houses there can be no reasonable cause to suspect that overcrowding exists.

The third great evil to which the attention of the Permanent Committee has been called is

the accumulation of dirt and rubbish in Chinese houses and places of business, in godowns and

out-offices of European dwellings and in private lanes, yards, &c., &c.

The existence of scavenging lanes in all new quarters of the town will enable arrangements to be

made in all new houses for getting rid daily of all rubbish and dirt of every description and for its daily

removal by the contractors.
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In existing houses there can be no remedy but the right of visit and search of every Chinese

house, yard, lane and enclosure of every description once at least in each quarter. Not to enforce

cleanliness but to prevent the too great accumulation of dirt ancl to see that the specific rules as to

cubicles, mezzanines, ifec., are observed, and to enforce the rules against overcrowding.

In conclusion the Permanent Committee of the Sanitary Board respectfully urge that effect may
be at once given to their recommendations. They may not be the best possible, but they are simple and
clear, and the Committee are unanimously of opinion that their prompt adoption and enforcement will

go a very long way towards preventing any recurrence of the plague in Hongkong or mitigating its

severity if it must come.—I have the honour to be, sir, your most obedient servant,

J. J. Francis, Chairman.

The Honourable the Acting Colonial Secretary.

With this report I enclose diagrams showing roughly the construction of

the houses and drains alluded to in this report. I have had to write it in the

spare hours of three days to be in time for the mail, so must ask that the faults in

construction may be overlooked
;

the facts are correct.

Ph. B. C. AYRES, C.M.G.,

Colonial Surgeon and

Inspector of Hospitals,

Hongkong.



THE OUTBREAK OF BUBONIC PLAGUE IN HONGKONG,
BY

JAMES A. LOWSON, M.B.,

Acting Superintendent of Government Civil Hospital and

Superintendent Epidemic Hospital
,
Hongkong .

Owing to the short time at my disposal before having to send this off to Buda

Pesth, for the Internationa] Hygienic Congress, and also to the large amount of work

which at present has to be done, this short notice can only be a meagre description

of the Plague, and discussion on various subjects must be left till a future date.

The Sanitary History of Hongkong is given by Dr. Ayres.

From Canton from the middle of March till May there had been rumours of

a disease, epidemic in nature, which had been depopulating certain quarters of the

city. On May 4th I went up to Canton and saw for myself the state of affairs. On

Sunday, May 6th, I went to a Chinese Hospital and examined a large number of cases

there, and returned to Hongkong on May 7th in the afternoon. On May 8th I was

sent for to see a case of supposed Remittent Fever which had been admitted to Hospital

during my absence in Canton. The patient was one of our Hospital boys who had

only been re-engaged on 1st May. On seeing him I said I thought it looked like

Plague, and on examining him carefully came to the conclusion that he was probably

suffering from Plague and isolated him at once. On Thursday morning an order from

the Officer Administering the Government for a report on my visit to Canton was

received, and a few minutes later another to go to the Tung Wall Hospital and inspect

some cases there. I went at once and found approximately 20 people lying there

affected with plague—all in a dangerous stage of the disease.

The above cases as far as I could ascertain all came from Taipingshan, in the

neighbourhood of the Tung Wah Hospital, from Market Street, Ladder Street and

Tank Lane. (See map accompanying). At a meeting of the Sanitary Board on 10th

May the following suggestions by Dr. Ayres and myself were at once adopted by a

Committee formed to have sole charge in Plague affairs.

Government Civil Hospital,

1.30 p.m., May 10th, 1894.

Sir,— In accordance with your letter to-day, we have the honour to report that we have visited

the Tung Wah Hospital and found there about twenty cases in one ward of the same disease which is

now prevalent in Canton, namely, plague. There have been several deaths from the same disease and
there will be more within the next 24 hours as several of these cases were very ill. Briefly the

symptoms are—fever, sometimes very high, swelling of the glands in the groin, armpits or neck, extreme

nervous prostration, delirium, coma, and death. These are the common symptoms, but sometimes there

are others, such as haemorrhagic spots, (fee., which are however only occasional. There is not the

slightest doubt as to the character of the disease. It is exactly the same as Dr. Lowson saw at Canton
on Sunday with Dr. Rennie. At present we have no time to write a full medical report, but we may
mention that on Monday evening Dr. Lowson diagnosed a case in the Government Civil Hospital as

plague, and immediately isolated it.

We have to recommend :—

-

(1)

—That all house drains and main drains in the affected district be flushed at once and regularly

flushed afterwards. They must also be disinfected.

(2)

—Houses in which cases have occurred must be disinfected in the usual way for other

infectious or contagious disease.

(3)

—The clothing of all infected persons and their attendants should be taken charge of and
thoroughly disinfected.

(4)

—On no account must an accumulation of patients be allowed in the Tung Wah Hospital, as

this would inevitably cause a spread of the disease.

(5)

—The Hygeia must be removed and brought over into the middle of the harbour, as near the

shore as possible, and at once. We feel sure that if a deputation of the leading Chinese be taken to the

Hygeia and the situation is explained to them, and also the fact that the patients will be in the charge of

their own countrymen, no difficulty will be found in getting the affected people to go to the ship. These
cases as a rule are too ill to object themselves, and if any difficulty is caused then it must be met by the

Government.

P. B. C. Ayres,
Colonial Surgeon.

J. A. Lowson,
Acting Superintendent of Government Civil Hospital.

The Secretary, Sanitary Board.



On Friday, 11th, organization was being carried on and hospitals equipped,

pending the Sanitary Board being empowered by Executive Council to carry out their

regulations. On Saturday, 12th, after a little trouble with the Chinese authorities of

the Tung Wall Hospital, all the affected patients there were removed to the ‘ Hygeia,’

and the searching party being already at work and cleansing of houses going on

regularly, the work of combatting the disease began to run smoothly.

On Monday, the 13th, Kennedy Town Police Station, which had been

placed at our disposal as a Hospital, was opened. The weather was very hot and the

smell on the lower deck of the
f Hygeia ’ was rather bad, so I considered it advisable

to do this to be on the safe side as far as the health of our attendants, Sisters and
others was concerned, as very little was really known about the disease from a

truly medical point of view. I considered it probable that a very large collection

of patients in one place might lead to a concentration of the poison and smell

which to say the least of it would have a prejudicial effect on some of said

attendants. There has been great difficulty in getting attendants for the patients,

the Chinese amahs and boys all fleeing as a rule from Kennedy Town.

THE SEARCH WORK.
This all along has been under the charge of the Capt. Supt. of Police, F. H„

May. At first it consisted only of a few Sanitary inspectors and policemen, but was

early reinforced by twelve men from the Shropshire Regiment and a few civilian

volunteers, thirteen in maximum number. The search has been made under

considerable difficulties. The weather at this time of year was unfavourable for

it, heavy rain alternating with great heat being the rule. The Chinese have of course

made great objections to this house-to-house inspection. The peculiar construction of

Chinese houses has been the greatest hindrance to effective search, as the sick people

may dodge back and forward the length of the whole street by the verandahs or by the

roof, thus escaping the search party. The necessity for doing this work several times

over has been proved by the party frequently going into shut-up houses and finding

there dead bodies which had been thrown in by friends or others in order to save

their own houses from being turned inside out by the cleansing party. Included in

this search work has been the supervision of the Chinese Tung Wah Hospital and

constant inspection of the dead and living there, which at one time was very heavy

work. This was done by Surg.-Major James, A.M.S. The mortuary was inspected

three times a day, at 8 30 a.m., 12 30 p.m. and 6 p.m. All corpses dead from Plague

were sent off to be buried under charge of a Police constable. A separate observation

ward was inspected also, and all living cases were sent off to Hospital at Kennedy

Town. Very great obstruction was met with from the 'Chinese officials and doctors

there who would not stir a hand to help us, and who also tried to conceal pat’ents

out of our sight at inspection round.

CLEANING AND DISINFECTING.

This has been a gigantic piece of work, and the way it has been carried out,

considering its dangerous character, is a credit to British pluck. The part that has

been played by the officers and men of the Shropshire Regiment especially has been, to

put it mildly, a bit of work that compares favourably with many a brilliant skirmish

in the battlefield. After the first cases of Plague had occurred and Capt. Yesey had

been struck down, every man then had the knowledge that he might be the next to be

removed to the Hygeia

;

but, if anything, this only made them go at it more enthu-

siastically than before,—Lieut. -Col. Robinson leading his men into the dirt personally.

At first cleaning was all that was resorted to ; the soldiers were marched straight to

the houses where the cases had occurred, and all the furniture was removed from
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them. All the dirt on the floors &c. was then removed with spades. The house

was white-washed thoroughly and the inhabitants allowed to return. On 29th May

the first case of Plague among the Sliropshires occurred, and I then advocated a

cliano-e in the mode of attack, which unfortunately was not resorted to. However

in a consultation with Col. Eobinson I proposed his using the following measures

for prevention of sickness among his men. They already had 5 grs. of Quinine twice

daily from the Army Authorities. My suggesfions were: (I) Free use of Eucalyptus

Oil or Carbolic Acid solution on handkerchiefs worn round the neck, and when actually

removing the dirt the men should be told to respire through the handkerchiefs as much as

possible. Eucalyptus especially was served out every time they started work
;

(II) A
Carbolic mouthwash with which frequent rinsing of the mouth was to be made. I got

this made up in large bottles one of which went out with each squad of men. These

were filled up twice a day at the Government Civil Hospital with the following :
—

B. Ac. Carbolic Liq m. 160

Eau de Cologne m. 140

Sp. Campli m. 180

Aq. Ad o. IV.

For garg.

(Ill) That fires should be lighted before starting work and should be kept up during

work. (IV) That all dirt should have been burned at once on the street and not

removed to be burned elsewhere, as frequent handling of it only added to the dangers.

This latter was not done till Saturday, 2nd June, when I gave some kerosene

to an officer and told him to use it freely, and if necessary I would take the

responsibility of putting the match to it. This ought to have been done sooner. Since

these precautions were taken no soldier working has been struck down by the plague.

The question of disinfection of houses before removal of dirt at once cropped up after

several of the soldiers had got the disease, but we were met by the difficulty of want

of usual disinfectants. The Government Analyst proposed the use of Chloride of

Lime and Sulphuric Acid as the most useful method of disinfecting on a large scale,

so that now the following is the process which is carried out in every case of an

infected house.

I.—A House is shut up closely and one or several basins of Chlorinated Lime

and Sulphuric Acid placed about the rooms, &c. Chloride of Lime 8 ounces. Sul-

phuric Acid 8 ounces, and water 32 ounces, to each Pot.

II.

—

After remaining shut up 2 days the doors and windows are opened and

the fluid remaining in the disinfecting basins is diluted with water and thrown over

the dirt on the floor.

III.—The Soldiers then enter, remove dirt and old wood &c. to the street,

and there burn it as a rule. Sometimes it is taken to the Praya to be burned, but this

ought not to be done as it only adds an element of danger in transit.

IV.—The House is then freely white-washed with quick lime.

On 5th June an area of 10 acres in Taipingslian, which had been proved to be

the main seat of the disease, was proclaimed infected and arrangements at once made

lor walling it in as soon as the people could be cleared out.

On 1st of July the disinfecting party had caught up on the cleansing

squads and immediately went ahead, and now they are fumigating houses in which

no case of plague has occurred.

The arrangements and the mode of attack can be best understood by a glance

at the accompanying map.

HOSPITALS.

The Ilygeia, Epidemic Hospital Ship, has been open during the whole

time of tire epidemic. Since the Chinese were removed to the Glass-works Hospital
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it has been used solely as an European Hospital. I doubt if a better could be found.

There is accommodation for 60 patients.

At Kennedy Town Hospital a large matshed bad to be erected to contain con-

valescents, as at one time we were rather inconveniently crowded and the arrangement

of keeping the convalescent from the very ill is absolutely necessary. There is

accommodation for 60 to 70 patients here.

The Glass-works Hospital was opened in order to give the Chinese doctors a

chance of treating their own sick. Notwithstanding all our efforts to make them

keep it clean or keep it clean for them, it rapidly became a most disreputable hole, and

whenever the New Pig Depot was put at our disposal we had the patients removed

from their filthy quarters as quickly as possible. The New Pig Depot is a large airy

building of brick, with concrete floors, and has been easily kept clean by a staff of 4

wardmasters sent us by the Military and Naval authorities. These men make a constant

supervision over the cleaning coolies employed by the Tung Wah people. This

hospital has accommodation for about 1 20 patients, with comfort and plenty of fresh

air.

A small matshed, accommodating about 30 patients, was erected late in the

epidemic for the use of the Alice Memorial Missionary Hospital.

The Doctors who have assisted at the Hospitals and in the other Plague

work, Condemning Houses, Inspection of dunks, &c., are Surg.-Major James, Surg.

Penny, R.N. (during whole epidemic), Dr. J. F. Molyneux (from June 19th), Dr. W.
F. C. Lowson (from May 19th), Burgeon Mcaden, R.N., and Surg. Bearblock (from

June 24), who have all done their work in a most satisfactory manner. By a

judicious change of Roster they have all had .a turn at different parts of the work, and,

notwithstanding the great heat we have experienced lately, by this changing about

they have all been able to keep in the best of health. One reason why we have

been able to get through so much work is that we wrought together with perfect

unanimity.

BURIALS.

The bodies were at fiist buried in a special cemetery set apart for Plague

corpses, a short distance past Kennedy Town. After 230 bodies had been interred

here, a new cemetery close to Sandy Bay, in a part of the Chinese Mount Davis

Cemetery, was set apart for epidemic purposes. Here, during the last week of May

and from then till now, all corpses have been buried. The situation is a good one and a

sufficient depth of earth has always been got to carry out a scientific burial. The

European interments have taken place in a specially reserved plot of ground in Happy

Valley. A Roman Catholic Chinese burying ground was also provided at Kennedy

Town. The first burial ground at Kennedy Town has been covered over with several

feet of earth now and walled in, and at present the intention is to cover it with cement

in order to prevent any tampering by the Chinese. These burying grounds for

Chinese will require special legislation. At present Chinese are allowed to exhume

seven years after burial, but considering that (I) These people died from plague,

(fl) they are buried all very close together, (III) the soil is very gravelly, I

consider that it would be much safer not to allow exhumation to take place at all.

Even at Sandy Bay, where the soil is much more suitable than that at Kennedy Town

for burial purposes, I do not think it ought to be allowed.

Captain Hastings and a squad of sailors from the Sailors’ Home have been in

charge of burials. This arrangement has been very satisfactory. Occasionally at the

Glass-works I saw about 70 or 80 bodies lying there for almost 24 hours awaiting

burial under the Chinese regime, and when one remembers that the temperature in

the shade was between 80° and 90° F. it is easy to imagine what the Sanitary condi-
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lion of that mortuary was. This never occurred after Capt. Hastings took over

the work.

All bodies were buried in quick-lime and in a seven feet deep grave. All

plague cemeteries in Hongkong are also to be kept solely for this purpose and no

other burials allowed.

MEDICAL.

This account can only be a mere statement of facts, discussion on some points

must be omitted for want of time. All statistical matter has to be left out for same

reason, and in this part of my paper I have again to point out that it is only a hurried

report as it must be sent off at once to reach Buda Pesth in time.

The fact is now completely established that the disease is caused by a specific

Bacillus which I have named after its discoverer, Bacillus Kitasatonensis. This dis-

covery has given us a tremendous help in our preventive treatment.

By permission of Professor Ivitasato I am permitted to add his preliminary

notice of the Bacillus to this report. This is the greatest advance that we have so far

made in connection with the Plague.

Definition .—The Bubonic Plague is a specific bacillary infectious disease char-

acterised by the presence of a definite bacillus (Bacillus Kitasatonensis) by inflam-

matory (generally sero sanguineous) affections of the lymphatic system, severe nervous

symptoms, and necessarily epidemic in nature.

Carnes.—After witnessing Professor Ivitasato’s experiments and from what I

have observed personally, I have not the slightest doubt that the actual cause is the

Bacillus Kitasatonensis.

The Predisposing causes are all included in the term insanitary conditions.

(1) Overcrowding.

(2) Dirt and Filth and want of efficient Drainage.

(3) Bad ventilation and want of light.

(4) Malnutrition.

Overcrowding in some parts of Hongkong, as I mentioned before, is very

marked. Statistics are of no use now, as correct ones cannot be got at the present

moment, but every one who has been in Taipingshan will admit that overcrowding

to a dangerous extent took place before this epidemic started. The class of people

there are of the very lowest and dirtiest and their clothes are always saturated with

filth, so that when the disease did begin it was bound to spread rapidly. Those who
have been in Taipingshan have always known that the place was a veritable dung-hill,

but until the cleansing by the soldiers was commenced even its worst detractor could

have had no idea of what amount of super-saturated filth was contained there. For
proof of overcrowding in days gone by, see Chadwick’s report and Ayres’ reports.

The condition of Taipingshan and other parts of the Colony at the beginning of the

epidemic was the same as mentioned in these reports. Drainage so far has not been of

much use, because houses in the worst part of the city, as a rule, have not been

connected with the new drainage system. In some cases where they have been

connected they have been of very little use owing to the manner in which they are

blocked by rubbish thrown into them by the inhabitants. Many of the houses have

earthen floors
;
many have stone floors badly laid, so that fluids and semisolids can

easily pass between the roughly-hewn blocks which pave the floor
; a number more

are laid with tiles which, however, being porous, still allow a certain amount of filth

to permeate them. Light and ventilation are at a discount (see reports).

The Incubation period is generally about three to six days. In one case it was

nine days. A man was taken to the Police Office on June lltli and was sent to Gaol

on June 12th. He was taken ill on evening of 20th June and was admitted to
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Hospital on 21st June. This makes it absolutely certain that at least 9 days elapsed

between infection and earliest symptoms. The shortest incubation period I do not

know, but I am convinced that there can never be the short incubation that is some-

times seen in cholera, and this will be borne out by what I have to say later on. The
majority of incubation periods, where we can arrive at a fairly correct result, gives an

average of from 4 to 6 days.

Symptoms .—A slight feeling of malaise is rapidly followed by a considerable

rise of temperature, accompanied by headache, generally very great, occasionally

not marked. This headache is almost always either temporal or frontal, but in

a few cases the occipital region has been the seat of distress. The patient has a

most anxious, restless, semi-dyspnoeic expression. The tongue is slightly furred

at this time, bowels generally constipated, pulse full and bounding, but even at this early

stage tending to become dicrotic. As a rule it is not so rapid as one would expect,

considering the high temperature the patient has. The pulse and tongue in many
cases enable one to diagnose the disease. It is difficult to exactly describe the pulse.

The vessel seems to feel as if enlarged and as if a tremendous volume of fluid was

passing through it, but at the same time is easily compressible and becomes more and

more dicrotic as the disease advances.

Sometimes before, sometimes coincident with, generally 24-48 hours after com-

mencement of fever, an enlarged gland can be felt in some of the regions of the body

affected. The bubo in the early part of the epidemic seemed to be much more

painful than what we have met with lately. This bubo may be said to be

always present. In many of the cases where it has not been felt during life it

has been discovered after death as a hyperaemic gland. In about 2% of the

early cases no bubo could be found from external evidence, and as there was no

time for post-mortem examinations in most cases, I cannot say whether there was

or was not any affection of the glands. In the later cases like this, where we had

time for post-mortem examination, we always found a hyperaemic gland
; the femoral

region is most generally affected. The inguinal glands, although frequently affected,

are not nearly so often enlarged as the femoral chain. The axillary, cervical, parotid,

submaxillary, submental (in one case), supratrochlear, popliteal glands have been

attacked. Very rarely indeed are two regions affected. Early in the epidemic I pointed

out that the determining cause of a bubo was often a small scratch, thus pointing to

inoculation as one method of infection. Sordes form early in the mouth and the thirst is

intense. The patient gets into a restless state from which the case goes on to

one of three types :

—

I. A comatose type.

II. A wildly delirious type.

III. (less frequent) A convulsive type.

IV. An apathetic type.

Sometimes cases are clear-minded to the last, and this is especially seen in patients

who die of sudden heart failure. Death may occur at any period of the disease, but is

rare after the tenth day.

I have already touched lightly on the tongue, bubo, and pulse. The tongue is

early furred in the middle with a grayish white fur, whilst the tip and edges show no

marked redness. The fur becomes brown and then darker until it is almost black,

whilst the edges become redder and redder day after day. This is almost always the

condition in the Chinese, but with Europeans and Indians, where a tooth-brush is

frequently used and nourishment is taken freely, this advanced state of the tongue is

never seen. Sordes form early in the disease in Chinese, not so in Europeans for

above reason. The pharynx and tonsils in some cases have been inflamed ;
this has

been noticed to be coincident with the occurrence of cervical buboes and is evidently



due to the extension of the inflammatory process. Vomiting is frequently distressing.

Constipation is the rule. I have noticed that a large proportion of cases, which had

a natural diarrhoea, did very well.

Skin .

—

No rash has been noticed. The skin is almost always dry and pungently
hot in the early stages ;

in the later stages free perspiration has often been noticed.

Hemorrhages in the skin are very rare, and when present are small and

punctate in character. Mosquito bites and a Chinese method of massage have been

mistaken by several careless observers for true petechias and haemorrhages. Haem-

optysis, Hsematemesis, and bleeding from nose and mouth have also been very rare

—most of the cases where they have occurred being at the beginning of the epidemic.

Only in two cases has serious haemoptysis been noticed, and in both cases death ensued

rapidly. Haemorrhages into the ocular conjunctiva are not unfrequent, as also iritis and

corneitis in the Chinese cases
;
hypopyon has also developed on several occasions.

Haematuria has never been noticed. When speaking of post mortem

appearances it will be seen that, as far as this outbreak of Bubonic Plague is concerned,

it differs from old reports of it in regard to the frequency of occurrence of haemorr-

hages. In my experience I can say that they do not occur nearly so frequently as

former descriptions would lead one to think. They have only been noticed externally

in about 3-5 per cent, of cases and post-mortem in about 15 per cent, of cases. Lung

symptoms are rare and are generally confined to Hypostasis of the bases. Haem-

optysis has been mentioned.

The Heart is certainly the organ which interests the clinical observer most.

It is only to be expected from the state of fever that cardiac complications must soon

develope. This is seen sometimes early in the attack, intermittency with enlargement

of the cardiac dulness being of frequent occurrence. In the case of Professor Aoyama,

of Tokyo, who got the disease by accidental inoculation, the condition of the heart was

by far the most serious matter, and the several medical men who saw him in consulta-

tion with me had never read of or seen anything like it. I may mention here that in

his case the only drug which did any good was Liq. Strychn. m. V. every four hours.

When describing post-mortem appearances more light may be thrown on this subject.

The dyspnoea which affects the patient may be due to either heart, limg or

blood conditions.

The Urinary System is frequently affected. Albuminuria to a slight extent (from

a trace to a 1 /20th) is frequently present, a large amount ^ to ^ I have never seen.

Betention of urine is also frequent in the later stages of the fever, and the greatest

care must be taken of the bladder because in some of the cases, notwithstanding every

precaution, cystitis has supervened. Uraemic symptoms have been noticed in only a

few cases. The urine is generally scanty and of high gravity, as is only to be ex-

pected.

Every pregnant woman who has been brought into hospital has aborted, and all

of these have died with only one exception. Jaundice to a slight extent is frequently

seen
;
in some bad cases it has been considerable. Most plague patients have a slight

yellow tinge of their ocular conj unctivse.

Examination of the blood shows great diminution in quantity of Haemoglobin,

in some cases going as low as 15 per cent, of normal quantity. Examination for

Bacilli will be mentioned later. Leucocytes increased.

Want of time prevents me giving a fuller description of symptoms, and also,

the statistical part of the work.

Several temperature charts, with short notes, are appended.

Buboes generally suppurate if patient lives—about 75 per cent, at least do so.

Sloughing is frequent and will be further noted under sequelae.

Boils occur in a few cases
;
carbuncles in fewer still.



Death occurs hy—
(I.) Sudden heart failure. The slightest exertion occasionally kills a patient

who seems to be doing well and even may be convalescent. The exertion of passing

a hard motion has killed some, and several who have suddenly jumped out of bed,

when the attendant has been looking at another patient, have been put back to bed

with their pulse, previously full and bounding, hardly perceptible, and die within

fifteen minutes.

(II.) Thrombosis, very infrequent.

(III.) Heart failure, depending on condition of

(a

)

Brain frequent.

(ih ) Lungs infrequent.

(IY.) Haemorrhage after sloughing buboes—two cases from external iliac artery

before surgical aid could be obtained.

(Y.) Suffocation from extension of inflammatory mischief in neck.

(VI ) Two cases of Haemoptysis.

(VII.) Haemorrhage into the Pons Varolii has been in a few cases the cause of

qeath—this probably accounts for the convulsive type of disease mentioned.

DIAGNOSIS.

The diagnosis of Bubonic Plague depends on

—

I. Tongue and countenance.

II. Pulse.

III. Bubo.

IV. Temperature.

Y. History of Epidemic.

VI. Bacilli found in blood and bubo. In some doubtful cases only a large

experience enables one to say whether the case is plague or not, more especially seeing

that a microscope cannot be carried everywhere.

I. The tongue has been described, I am afraid, inadequately
; the countenance

has to be seen and a description of it cannot be written in a hurry. The pulse I have

also tried to describe. A description of these points requires much thinking over

before it can be put into concise and clear phraseology. Now, we subject every case to

Bacteriologic logical examination, and we have been exceedingly fortunate in having

Professor Kitasato and his colleagues to fall back upon in many cases. The question

as to the earliest time the bacillus may be found in the blood is still sub judice, but a

solution will be arrived at, I hope.

MORTALITY.

At the beginning of the epidemic the Mortality was roughly 85 per cent.

Now I think it is under 50 per cent. This is in connection with Hospitals. In

Kennedy Town Hospital and Hygeia the mortality over the whole period has been

roughly 70 per cent. (Chinese 75 per cent.)

In the Alice Memorial Missionary Hospital it has been 84 per cent. Chinese.

In the Pig Depot Hospital, under Chinese Doctors’ treatment, it has been 90

per cent, approximately.

The total number of deaths officially notified has been 2690 up till now (July

29th). The number of cases which have left the Colony and died on the way to Canton

and Macao has been considerable.

European mortality so far has been 18 percent., Eurasian 100 per cent. (1 case

only), Indians 70 per cent., Japanese 54 per cent., Portuguese, Manilamen &c. 60 per

cent., Chinese (in Kennedy Town and Hygeia) only 75 percent. This Chmese mortality

is only taken from Hospital returns. Taking the number of burials and the number

of recoveries the percentage of deaths is approximately 90 per cent.



PROGNOSIS.

From wliat is said of mortality it necessarily follows that prognosis is bad.

A good heart to commence with naturally gives a patient a good start—this is about

as much as can be said about the subject. I have mentioned that X consider a natural

diarrhoea is, if anything, rather a favourable sign.

TBEATMENT.

At present there is no specific treatment. Success depends on great care and

good nursing. The treatment adopted has been generally the following, in hospitals

under our care

:

Always give calomel first—grs. x. has been our usual dose. After this,

give the patient as much nourishment as he can take—Egg Flip, Brand’s

Essence, Strong Beef Tea, various peptonised preparations, in fact any nourishing

substance that you can get him to swallow. From the beginning give Ammonia and

Cinchona—varying in quantity and frequency according to the state of the patient.

Small doses of digitalis will have to be added early. If good strophanthus can be got, it

is much better than digitalis. If the pulse is intermittent Liq. Strychniae in 5-10 m.

doses every four hours for a time has proved decidedly the best drug. In bad cases of

intermittency, as in Professor Aoyama, hypodermic injections of Ether, frequently

repeated, prove of benefit.

Vomiting should be treated with mustard plasters over the epigastrium

efficiently applied. These have almost always stopped this symptom rapidly. In

mild cases quinine, grs. ii. to grs. v. three times a da}^, is quite enough medical

treatment for some patients. Never use depressants if you can possibly help it.

Temperature in my experience has practically never been reduced by antipyretics,

and in cases where it has been reduced the fall has been slight and evanescent. Tepid

sponging has generally been resorted to when the temperature has risen above 104°;

and if there has been sufficient attendance a patient with a temperature of 102° F. was

always benefitted by it. The question of procuring sleep is a most important one.

Three days and nights of delirium and want of sleep generally means a fatal ending.

Morphia in early stages in large doses and sometimes in desperation in the later stages

in small doses gives great relief—but if the lungs are affected at all it is much more

dangerous in this than in other diseases where the respiration is embarrassed. In

using morphia in this disease it must be remembered that we are using desperate means

to combat a very fatal malady. Chloral and Bromide are often of great use in less

severe cases. Hyoscin in bad cases has sometimes saved the patient’s life in doses of

1/200 gr.—1/75 gr. by procuring sleep, but its action is erratic. The ice bag in these

cases ought to be constantly in use, the bag ought to be large, and one should be

placed on the back of the neck and one on the top of the head.

Well-iced beer or stout is about the best thing a patient can drink, as they are

at once stimulant, soporific, nutritious and thirst-quenching.

Brandy and champagne must always be alongside the patient’s bed, and should

be given freely.

The following drugs may be put down as useless in Plague :—Sulphonal,

Ghloralamide, Paraldelyd, Sulphocarbolates, &c. They have been tried and found

wanting.o

Treatment of Bubo .—The best results have been got by application of glycerine

and belladonna. Iodine is sometimes good. Whenever redness appears, poultice at

once. Open whenever there is pus. Multiple abscesses should be opened by very small

incisions, as the healing up of large incisions is very slow indeed. The primary bubo,

however, does best with a free incision when pus has formed. Burrowing must be met

by counter-opening and drainage tube.
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Excessive diarrhoea is best met by Salol gr. x. every 4 hours. Retention of

urine generally necessitates catheterization for a few days and the use of Strychnia

internally if it has not been already employed.

Injection of Iodide of Mercury into the swollen glands was tried by an

American missionary Doctor, but the results were more than disappointing. Early

free incision has also been advocated here ; this only adds difficulties to the situation.

Other peculiar treatment has been adopted but without improvement of statistics.

Convalescence is slow and must be aided by nourishing and stimulant treatment.

Good Burgundy, malt and codliver oil stand foremost, and Iron in fairly large doses is

a necessity. The heart must receive especial attention.

MORBID ANATOMY.

Spleen always somewhat enlarged and hyperaemic
;
generally soft and in a

state of cloudy swelling ;
Malpighian Bodies swollen

;
occasionally subcapsular

punctate haemorrhages.

Liver shows no marked enlargement as a rule
;
when enlarged is generally soft

and friable ;
occasionally small haemorrhages are seen on the upper surface. It is

generally somewhat paler in colour than normal.

Kidneys are generally congested with occasional small subcapsular haemorr-

hages. Perirenal haemorrhages have not been noticed.

Stomach—occasionally small punctate haemorrhages on mucous membrane

are found. They are never seen on serous coat. In the small intestine some inflam-

mation and retiform enlargement of Peyer’s patches and an enlargement of solitary

follicles has been occasionally noticed, and in one or two cases slight enlargement of

mesenteric glands.

Haemorrhages into mesentery are also met with sometimes, but are rare.

Lungs generally somewhat congested or cedematous at bases
; occasionally some

fluid found in pleurae.

Heart in early death frequently contracted
;

in late cases always dilated

;

Muscle paler than usual and easily broken down, in fact in a state of typical

cloudy swelling due to septic pyrexia
; occasionally small haemorrhages are found

under the visceral pericardium. Fluid is occasional in pericardium
; no valvular dis-

ease unless adventitious ;
fatty infiltration and degeneration are also adventitious.

Thymus gland in a child was greatly enlarged and the seat of an abscess (child

had bubo in the neck).

Meninges always congested or inflamed and grey matter occasionally inflamed

(rosy red). Haemorrhage into the Pons Yarolii is occas'onally met with.

The bubo on being dissected out is found to be surrounded by a dark sero-

sanguineous exudation ;
the gland or glands are always enlarged and of a dark red or

even black colour
;
sometimes beginning to suppurate. Sometimes the amount of

surrounding oedema is very great. On one or two occasions a large haemorrhagic

glandular mass has been found running from the apex of scarpa’s triangle to the

bifurcation of the aorta, in the middle of which the main vessels ran. Multiple

pyaemic abscesses in liver and lung principally have been found in two or three

cases, but are very uncommon. Haemorrhage into ovary met with once,

and in one case haemorrhagic endometritis was noticed.

Any scratches or wounds on body are generally surrounded by the a dull pink

blush, and on incision there is generally found an extravasation of the same

sero-sanguineous fluid which surrounds the bubo.

PLAGUE IN RELATION TO PUBLIC HEALTH.

If any country is in a good sanitary condition it has little or nothing to fear

from Plague. This means it must essentially have good water supply, good drainage.



good food supply and sanitary dwellings. If these conditions are not present then

quarantine must he employed to keep the disease out. By quarantine I mean the

regulations enacted and carried out to prevent the introduction of epidemic disease

into any country or port. X take it for granted that the Health Authorities are pre-

pared with Isolation Hospitals, disinfectants, and a staff ready to act at a minute’s

notice. Given these premises one lias to consider Quarantine from three points in

relation to

I. The inhabitants of an uninfected Port.

XL The passengers on an infected ship who wish to land.

III. Cargo.

From a humanitarian point of view, as well as in justice to the inhabitants of

nn uninfected port, the authorities are bound, by demanding the strictest observation

and detention of vessels from a port in which the disease is prevalent, to prevent the

introduction of Plague. This can only be done by insisting on an observation period.

If I were the medical adviser to any port or colony where sanitation is not in a perfect

condition, I would recommend the following regulations :
—

I. A. Any vessel arriving in any port from an infected place should be

put under observation for twelve days, the period to commence

from the time she left the infected port. (The period of incubation

has been proved to extend to at least nine days, and to err on the

safe side I would lay down twelve days as the time for observation.)

B. If no illness simulating plague is discovered on board at the end of

this time, the ship should be granted pratique.

C. If however Plague or any suspicious case has occurred during this

period, the observation time must be extended as is thought neces-

sary by the authorities.

II. In relation to the passengers.

B. All passengers who wish to disembark must be compelled to undergo

the twelve days’ quarantine either on ship or quarantine ground.

If at the end of observation period no disease is found existing they

should on landing be subjected to a thorough disinfection, as well

as all luggage and personal effects.

F. As an addendum to Kule C. all infected passengers or members of

crew should be immediately conveyed to the isolated hospital or

observation ward.

III. In relation to Trade.

F. During period of observation no communication should be permitted

between the ship and shore.

G. Under no consideration should a permit be given to land cargo unless

the ship’s manifest shows that none was taken on board at the

infected port. This does not apply to mails and specie, which

should however undergo disinfection.

II. If a case of plague occurs on a ship which has not taken cargo from

an infected port, less stringent regulations may be adopted with

regard to the landing of cargo. The danger here is exceedingly

small.

These regulations should be strictly carried out, more especially if the ship

carries emigrants.

From personal knowledge of Japan, Shanghai, Chinese treaty ports, Singapore,

Australia and Vancouver, I can advise the adoption of the above regulations. Ports

more than twelve days’ voyage distant from an infected district I consider to be

perfectly safe if ordinary precautions be used. I think that in the places already



named the slight loss to trade consequent on such regulations being properly carried

out is to be materially preferred to any chance of a possible outbreak of Bubonic
Plague. Plow much the present outbreak has cost this Colony I do not think will

ever be known.

On the outbreak of an epidemic of Hague in any Port information of the adoption

of such quarantine regulations should be telegraphed to the infected Port so as to prevent

any undue loss to ship-owners, consignors or consignees.

PIOW TO DEAL WITH AN EPIDEMIC OF PLAGKJE.

On this question I give my opinions from a personal experience, which in some

particulars has been of rather a sad character. It must be remembered that at the

commencement of the Epidemic we were dealing with a disease, in fighting which on

scientific lines we knew little or nothing. Up till now there has been absolutely no

literature on the subject from a sanitary point of view. Our mistakes at present I will

not enter into, but will at once say what ought to be done.

I know it is difficult to carry out all my suggestions, but efforts for suppress-

ing the disease ought to be made on these lines :

—

I. (a

)

Procure Hospital accommodation or, at the very least, Isolation. It is

no good commencing search parties, &c., unless a place for isolation is available.

(b) Provide cemeteries at once with a large staff of grave-diggers
;
cremation ought to

be carried out where possible as being at once more sanitary and less laborious.

II. Organise search parties for house-to-house visitation. This must be rigo-

rously and conscientiously carried out, and every person suffering from the disease or

showing suspicious symptoms should be at once removed to Hospital or observation

wards respectively. The other occupants of the house ought to be transferred to an

observation encampment and the house treated as mentioned below.

Ill: If the disease has evidently settled down in one district, immediately take

steps to proclaim an infected area, wall it in, and arrange for accommodation for,

medical inspection of, and if possible isolation of the inhabitants of the infected area.

IV. A large stock of disinfectants (carbolic acid and quicklime, &c.) must be

procured, if not at hand. Hand hydrants will be found most useful also.

Y. A large disinfecting party must be organised, whose duty it must be to

thoroughly cleanse every house and its contents in which a case of Plague occurs.

The proclaimed area must be attacked as time and circumstances allow. Every house

(in which a case has occurred) outside the infected area must be cleansed as follows :

—

(a.) Careful washing of clothes, floors (if of wood or stone) and furniture with

a 2 per cent, solution of Carbolic Acid.

(b.) After removal of contents of house the walls must be thoroughly washed

down with same solution or preferably quicklime.

(c.) In case of floors being of earth or covered by earth, dirt or filth, this has

got to be carefully treated with quicklime, mixed up thoroughly with same before

removal, then taken out to sea or treated by fire or disposed of in some other suit-

able way. Certain articles in the house will be best treated by lire, others by removal

and others by disinfection. All wooden floors in the infected district where numerous

cases have occurred must be destroyed by fire. Highly polished wooden floors need

not be destroyed.

(d.) Drains, closets, cesspools, &c., must be thoroughly flushed and disinfected,

and all dead and decaying animals (rats, dogs, &c.) and vegetable matter removed and

treated with carbolic acicl or fire.

YI. To prevent spread of disease every effort should be made to improve the

sanitary condition of houses which are not infected, by insisting on cleaning and free

use of disinfectants.



The following are tlie precautions adopted in the Government Hospitals.

Attendants are not allowed to look after the sick when they feel ill
;
nausea

is the indication for leaving off temporarily. They are told to he scrupulously clean

in person
;
any cut or abrasion on any part of person is to he carefully treated and

looked after. At first they were ordered to use Eucalyptus or Carbolic on their

handkerchiefs, but where no overcrowding of patients occurs and fresh air is abundant,

these were not insisted on. (No attendant in the European Hospitals was attacked

by the disease.) As a matter of course the free use of disinfectants all over the

Hospitals (Carbolic Acid or Permanganate of Potash) was indicated. Eoeces were

treated freely with quicklime in a careful manner and the excreta removed to sea.

(Burning would be preferable if it could be easily carried out, but all along we have

been handicapped by want of adequate assistance). All patients’ clothes, being

inexpensive, are burned. Other precautions of a minor importance were carried out.

Bacteriology we had no time for at the beginning of the epidemic.

The Bacillus is described in the accompanying note by Professor Kitasato.

I may add in addition that the bacilli have been found in the dust of the

houses in the infected area and in the subsoil and surface soil of houses in that area

with earthen floors, sometimes at a depth of two feet. They have also been found in

the blood six weeks after the acute stage of the disease has passed.

I send various specimens. Bl. means from blood. P. K. from pure culture.

Bu., Bubo (some of those from Bubo have other organisms in addition). These were

prepared on 27th July. A specimen from spleen is also sent.

Many questions arise which require serious thought. The fact that the

virulency of the disease diminishes as the epidemic gets older points to the potency of

the bacillus differing greatly. Dr Yersin, a pupil of Pasteur, who has been studying

the disease here, took some soil from a house which I pointed out to him as one

where the plague had been rampant. He found the bacillus at a depth of six inches

from the surface, but its virulence had been greatly destroyed in some way or other as

evidenced by its less serious effect on animals. One case which occurred in Kennedy

Town Hospital is specially to be mentioned. A child still at the mother’s breast had

plague and was biought to Hospital, its mother accompanying it and staying to nurse

it. After being in Hospital for sixteen days the mother developed undoubted plague,

but of a very modified type. The bubo was situated in the axillary region. Taking an

incubation period of five days, or even longer, the mother must have been infected wlieu the

child was becoming convalescent and she got a mild type of disease. Put alongside this

case Professor Aoyama’s experience. He got inoculated at a post mortem examination

on a most virulent case and had the most severe attack which occurred during the

epidemic. This I think shows that the vitality and power of the bacillus varies at

different periods, and gives one hope that Pasteur’s experiments in Hydrophobia,

Koch s in Tuberculosis and Haffkine’s in Cholera may be imitated to a great extent

in Plague, and whatever doubt may be thrown on the efficacy of the treatment intro-

duced by these gentlemen, all those who have been concerned in this epidemic at least

would gladly welcome anything by which the very high mortality of Bubonic'Plague
could be reduced. As nearly as I am able to judge over 90 per cent, of Chinese

affected have died up to the present moment.

1 he time of: appearance of the bubo varies very much. The earliest time of

its showing itself before the temperature rose was approximately twenty-four hours,

and the latest after the temperature rose appeared on the ninth day. Why so late ?

Moieorei, on numerous occasions when the bubo appeared on the fifth or sixth

day of (ever the patient at once went from bad to worse and died within a few hours.
The oedema round the glandular swelling always follows the enlargement of the gland
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The type of disease varied greatly. At first the wards were full of patients

delirious and cyanosed and frequently dying with a temperature of 106° F. on the

second day. Later on, cyanosis was not such a marked sign and the delirium was not

so severe. Cases went on for four or five days instead of two and then sudden heart

failure carried them off. Later still, if death occurred, it was often from exhaustion

due to prolonged fever.

At first the few cases that recovered generally had a high temperature for ten

or twelve days. A month later this period had fallen to seven days, whilst later still

there was a tendency to even a shorter period of pyrexia.

In the later period of the epidemic I noticed that men above middle age

preponderated in the numbers admitted to hospital.

Dr. Molyneux pointed out the extreme liability of patients suffering from

plague to affections of the lymphatic trunks in other parts of the body distant from

the site of the bubo, appearing after the developement of the latter. In some cases

this was true and is only to be expected when one considers that the lymphatic system

to my mind plays the most important part in the development of the disease
;
but

at the same time it must be remembered that in the vast majority of plague patients

such a secondary lymphangitis is really rare When on this question I would

mention that sloughing in several cases has extended up or down Hunter’s canal

connecting the popliteal and femoral regions. In these cases primary affection both

of the popliteal and femoral glands was noted.

Several temperature charts are affixed, with notes written on them. These

notse are necessarily very brief.

In the earlier part of this notice I forgot to m ention that a Cordon Sanitaire

was placed between the east and west parts of the city, not to prevent Chinese leaATing

the infected parts, but to stop the removed of old furniture and rubbish which would

probably have spread the disease further if it had been allowed to go on.

In conclusion, I would ask the International Congress of Hygiene to pardon

the introduction in this notice of so many locally interesting points, but it must be

remembered that a certain amount of description of Hongkong’s condition and

surroundings is absolutely necessary to enable any one to grasp the magnitude of the

danger with which we were threatened. All the reports of Bubonic Plague to which

we had access at the beginning of our difficulties led us to believe that a certain

number of medical attendants and nurses were certain to fall victims to the disease,

and when it is remembered that during the first six weeks we had an extremely

limited staff, working practically night and day, I think we can congratulate ourselves

that there are no vacancies in our numbers
;
whilst amongst the cleansing party we

have to regret only one death, that of Captain Gf. C. Vesey, wdio died through excessive

zeal. The terrors of plague by our experience here have been materially diminished

when the ordinary dictates of Sanitary Science have been obeyed, but disobedience in

this respect, as has been proved in Canton where at present it is estimated that at

least 150,000 have died since January, shows that even in the nineteenth century this

ancient disease has still to be reckoned as one of the greatest enemies of man. With

more leisure I intend at a future date to make a further communication on this

subject, and can only hope that these incomplete notes will be of some benefit to the

members of this Congress.
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PLAGUE BACILLUS.—IMPORTANT STATEMENT.

To tie Editor of the ‘ China Mail.’

Government Civil Hospital,

Hongkong 18th August.o o o

Sir,—With regard to your extract from paper on Bubonic Plague, I wish to

inform you that the statements ‘ the bacilli have been found in the subsoil and

surface soil of houses in that area with earthen doors, sometimes at a depth

of two feet,’ and ‘ he found the bacillus at a depth of six inches from the

surface,’ founded on remarks made by Hr. Yersin to me and others, are withdrawn

from the paper, by telegraph to Bala Pesth. This is the result of experiments I

have made, in conjunction with Hr. Takaki, for my own satisfaction during the past

fortnight. These are being submitted to Professor Kitasato for his opinion.

Yours truly,

JAMES A. LOWSON.
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